
ENGLISH 3023 - TECHNICAL WRITING 

Dr. DJIGUIMDE, RITASSIDA MAMADOU

COURSE INFORMATION

DEPARTMENT - Modern Languages 

COURSE NUMBER - ENG 3023

COURSE NAME - Technical Writing

COURSE START DATE - Wednesday, August 21, 2019

COURSE END DATE - Friday, December 13, 2019 

COURSE DESCRIPTION - This course is a writing intensive
course designed to familiarize engineering and science students
with the process of planning, drafting, and revising technical
reports, scientific papers, communications and proposals. Multiple
writing practice assignments, group work, and exams will be
oriented towards refining communication skills in professional
discourses. 

COURSE PREREQUISITE - Students taking this course should
have completed general education requirements. 

INSTRUCTOR 

MamadouDjiguimde@saumag.edu

Office Room - Wilson 314

Monday & Friday - 9:00 AM - 11:00 AM

CREDIT HOUR DESCRIPTION - For every course credit hour of a 15-17 week semester, the typical student should expect to spend
approximately 45 clock hours per term (135 clock hours for a 3-credit-hour course) of concentrated attention on course-related work, including
but not limited to time engaged in class, as well as out-of-class time spent reading, reviewing, organizing notes, preparing for upcoming
quizzes/exams, problem solving, developing and completing projects, and other activities that enhance learning.
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COURSE OBJECTIVES
This course addresses writing within the wider field of science, mathematics, engineering, and technology. In this course, students will learn
to present information to a specific audience and for a specific purpose. This course will teach students how to use graphics, prose, verbal
skills, and other media to develop, organize, and present information. By taking this course, students will:

Gain rhetorical knowledge of various technical writing genres such as proposals, reports, user guides, instruction manuals,
brochures, product and process documentation, disclaimers, memos and other correspondences, etc. 

Acquire research skills, including conducting primary and secondary research, using computer resources, and evaluating and
citing sources. 

Acquire document design skills, including knowledge of how design elements such as page layout, font, spacing, size,
proximity, alignment, color, repetition, and contrast are central to our visual literacy - our ability to interpret, understand,
and make use of information based on how it is physically structured for our reading. 

Develop skills with industry-standard applications such Adobe InDesign, Adobe FrameMaker, and other applications of Adobe
Creative Suite, Dreamweaver, Microsoft Word and Visio, FullShot, Piktochart, etc. 

Revisit in-depth the stages of the writing process, including audience analysis techniques, invention techniques, content
organization techniques, revision and editing techniques with an emphasis on grammar, punctuation, mechanics, and style. 

Gain collaboration skills, including planning, assigning roles and tasks, writing group contracts, arranging face-to-face and
online meetings, using online collaborative conferencing and writing tools such as Doodle and GoogleDocs, speaking up,
showing signs of good listenership, compromising,  developing tolerance, etc. 

TEXTS AND MATERIALS 

Or online storage (such as box) to back up all writing assignments.

With Internet capability and email account.

Markel, M. (2014). Technical Communication, Eleventh Edition. Bedford/St. Martin’s.ISBN: 1457673371.

BE PROFESSIONAL/ EMAIL: The best way to get in touch with me is via email. Please allow me at least 24 hours to reply. If
you do not get a response, do email me again. Emails sent over the weekend will be answered on Monday. Note that all
emails should be professionally written or else they won't be answered.

BE PROFESSIONAL/ IN CLASS: This is a discussion-based class. For this reason, come prepared to class and participate.
Being professional in class involves a number of things including but not limited to showing signs of good listenership,
completing all homework assignments on time, being enthusiastic about learning, being vocal in class, venturing responses,
comments, criticisms, suggestions that are thoughtful, intelligent, in line with class content, and reflecting mastery of
materials and additional non-mandatory readings and research.

BE PROFESSIONAL/ATTENDANCE: You are allowed three (3) excused absences. Use them as you wish but be aware that
you are solely responsible for what you miss on those days and that you will not be given any opportunity to make it up. If
you miss more than three classes, you lose a letter grade on your final grade for every additional absence. After eight
absences, you automatically fail the class, even if the absences are excused.

BE PROFESSIONAL/LATE WORK: Late work is accepted, but for every day your work is late (including weekends), it will
be marked a letter grade down. After four days, I will not accept the work. In case of an extreme situation, do email me
before the assignment is due.

BE PROFESSIONAL/PHONES: Phones should be turned off and kept out of sight. If you are expecting or have to make an
emergency or an important call, it is okay to step out of the class to answer or make your call.

CLASSROOM POLICIES

BE PROFESSIONAL/ASSIGNMENTS: All submitted papers should be written in accordance with the formatting guidelines
on the assignment sheet. Carefully review those formatting guidelines before submitting your paper. Papers should be
revised and edited multiple times to avoid typos and mechanical problems that would otherwise communicate signs of
sloppiness on your part. Papers longer than a page should be stapled, or else I won’t take them. It is your job to staple your
papers, not mine.

My classroom policies can be summarized as "BE PROFESSIONAL." 

ASSIGNMENTS 

Grade Distribution

Rhetorical Analysis (10%) Unsolicited Proposal (20%) Recommendation Report (20%)

Revisions and Presentations (10%) Homework Assignments (40%)
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 Unsolicited Proposal  

Recommendation Report
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Homework Assignments 

Revisions & Presentations

This course incorporates many in-class
and homework writing assignments, which
are worth 40% of your grade. Check
the VIDSIA Course Management System
for Technical Writing for the specific
guidelines of each homework and in-class
writing assignment. 

Revise your Recommendation Report with
an emphasis on (1) Writing clear
instructions, descriptions, and definitions,
(2) Using an effective organization, and (3)
using design elements that meet the
audience's needs and enhance the overall
effectiveness of the report. This
assignment also incorporates a 30-minute
oral presentation of the report. 

Revisions and Presentations

Recommendation Report 
In groups of three (3), write a 40- to 60-
page recommendation report where a
problem or opportunity is clearly
identified, the criteria for responding to
the problem or opportunity are
established, different options are
determined to solve the problem and
opportunity, each option is weighed
according to the criteria, conclusions are
drawn about each option, and
recommendations are formulated based on
the conclusions.

Unsolicited Proposal 
Write a proposal to solve a specific
problem on your campus, at your
workplace, or in your field of study. 
Choose a problem of sufficient complexity
to warrant a long-enough proposal, but do
not tackle a problem beyond your scope.
Some examples of problem are ...

Locate a technical document - memo,
product description, instructions for a
product use, analysis of a technical
process, letter, professional website, safety
guidelines, etc. - which is at least an MS-
Word page in length. If the document is
too long, you can choose to focus on one of
it ...

Rhetorical Analysis (Memo)

DISABILITY STATEMENT 

For a detailed class schedule, please visit Course Website

It is the policy of SAU to accommodate students with disabilities, pursuant to federal law, state law, and the University's commitment to
equal education opportunities.  Any student with a disability who needs accommodation should inform the instructor at the
beginning of the course. Students with disabilities are also encouraged to contact the Office of Disabilities Support Services, 216 Reynolds
Center, 870-235-4154.

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY 
Southern Arkansas University affirms its commitment to academic integrity and expects all members of the University community to
accept shared responsibility for maintaining academic integrity. Students in this course are subject to the provisions of the University's
Academic Integrity Policy, approved by the President and published in the Student Handbook. Acts of dishonesty include, but are not
limited to:

A. Plagiarism—the act of taking and/or using the ideas, work, and/or writings of another person as one’s own.

B. Cheating—an act of dishonesty with the intention of obtaining and/or using information in a fraudulent manner. 

C. Fabrication—faking or forging a document, signature or findings of a research project.

D. Resubmission—submitting a work you have submitted for credit in a previous class. 

All cases of academic misconduct will be reported and may result in penalties up to expulsion from the university. Continued enrollment
in this course affirms a student’s acceptance of this University policy.
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